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About This Game

You were travelling on a luxury liner enjoying a little holiday when suddenly the ship is hit with a heavy weapons blast and you
are thrown clear into the water. You are swimming for your life in the dead of night with nothing but the clothes on your back.

Suddenly you wake up and find yourself on a beach of a strange island. This island does not feel right from the start because you
could have swarn this island was not here the previous night. Now all you can think of is getting off this island alive. With

nothing but a fire axe wash ashore you begin harvesting resources and try to survive until you can get off the island.

But this is not normal island when you suddenly find giant strange metal bugs attacking you, they continue in their attack getting
bigger and stronger and all you can do is try to fight them off, if you hope to leave this island you need to find out the story of

the island first.
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Title: Survivor of Eschewal
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Luke Cripps
Publisher:
Fellowplayer
Release Date: 5 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.5ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 555 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires 64-bit version of Windows
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Fun games with bright lights.. it's an awesome game , fun , nice graphic , i recommend this game , pvp is awesome , for people
that says not good game they r wrong is just because there is only chinese server, when u switch to english only settings change
to english and rest still chinese still some work will be done we just need to be patient still more work will be done , also we
Need EU server as well , but its called early access for a reason we play we give feedback , and for people have lags either u
have high ping or ur pc is not supporting high graphic so switch to low graphic .. First of all, I got this game on sale. If I had paid
full retail price, I wouldn't have recommended this game. However, I do recommend this game at $5 or even $10. Each mini-
game runs smoothly without any errors. There are power-ups and bonuses that enhance and add variety as you progress (along
with added difficulty) and, of course, there are leaderboards. The main benefit is that you will get a workout (for those who hate
to exercise otherwise). Not all 3 mini-games are of equal value however. Also, if you have a friend, you can PvP (you probably
won't find a game otherwise but add me as friend if you want to PvP).
 Here's my review broken up:

1) Bowshot 9\/10. This is the real gem from the "arcade saga." A lot of fun. Very fast action, you have to move around to avoid
shots and quickly shoot back and\/or powerup your shots. 360 degree moving targets, shooting at you so you have to keep
moving, you get the idea, very challening and unlike some reviewer said, the LAB bow mini-game is NOT more fun LOL. I
don't know any other bow game that is this fast paced and makes you move around as much as this with enemies everywhere.
There's prettier graphics on other shooting games, but not one that will make you move as fast and shoot as fast as this.

2) Smash 7\/10. Very fun, you get a nice workout. Reminds me of Ripcoil (Oculus) or Holoball. The graphics aren't as good as
Ripcoil, but it has more variety in the gameplay. I like the small hallway, as it means you can focus more on small movements to
return serve. So it's more about strategy and timing than moving physically fast.

3) Fracture 4\/10. Very much like Boom Ball Kinect (almost exactly the same) or RacketNX (RacketNX is way more fun). It's
hard to control the swing of the bat to make the ball go where you want. Very frustrating. Just not too exciting even if it was
easier to aim. You move the least in this game as you mostly just swing (you can summon the ball close to you to hit it)

So 2 of the 3 games are fun and even the last one is not bad for a change-up. Definitely buy on a deep sale.. Very nice little
game, easy to play. Almost everything in it: mining, exploration, ship design, trading ...
Have a future.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/a5uh5qJNV_o
. This game got my attention since I love shooting alien scum and VR shooters and this game offers it for very good prize, cool
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weapons and powerups, smooth addictive gameplay, location and enemies variety. Took me over hour to finish it on first try,
you have to master usage of guns and shield to survive. Felt badass shooting down big ship with minigun holding under my leg
as debris flew above my head :D. The forth instalment of the series is in 3D!!!
Pros:
Nice soundtrack as always but I hope you guys can make more... The music is from the older games!
Cons:
Jumping mechanism can be more responsive. For example there's a pug coin in between 2 spikes and once you collected the
coin it's very difficult to get out since the jumping mechanism is not responsive enough and the Pug will just run into the spike
:(
Sometimes stuttering lmao I'm using a gaming laptop
6/10. \udb40\udc21. This game is/was great. Unfortunately the devs left it alone and now they are developing a breaking thru
towards the War Thunder, which still in the same base theater (Second World War), but with much more airplanes and Tanks!!!

Great game(s) by Gaijin.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Taken 4: Putt Putt Travels Through Time
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Don't get this game, it's dead. Their Discord server is dead, fanbase is dead, everything is dead.. A kitten... and a cannon. Get it?
A kitten ....and a cannon. Lmao. Quick and fun with explosions!. The game currently offers only about an hour of gameplay and
is missing many of its stated features. It is either unfinished or bugged, despite the fact it is NOT an early access title.. For 50
cents, this game is rather a pleasant surprise and is definitely worth that price.

Pros: - Good mix of simple but repetitive puzzles\/platforming and wave shooting. Just make sure to keep checking the
walls for interactive panels!
  - 7 levels that each have something unique added to the basic formula (new enemies, new
  puzzle items)
  - Enemies can be challenging at times if they bunch up on you, but never ragequit difficult.
  - 3 weapons (pistol, assault rifle, and shotgun) with frequent ammo drops that regenerate
  over time.
  - Health regen
  - Graphics are pretty good considering the low price.
  - Easy achievements (simply complete each level to get them all)

Cons: - Landing hits on enemies is very iffy but not a major problem as ammo is plentiful.
  -No jump button, which makes platforming more difficult than it needs to be.
  - Checkpoints are not as frequent as they should be in most levels.
  - LIght ordering puzzles are very buggy
  - Weapon switching is extremely slow
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